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Cover and left: Private residence, Sydney - Australia.

Rack Arm System - external. Private residence, Sydney.

Rack Arm System - external. Office complex, Hobart.

Introduction
“Looking through the facade, our vision is to

Reaching objectives involves collaboration with

produce systems less visible in their operation and

key people who contribute their know-how in

more visible in their effect.”

developing the most suitable solutions within

Horiso®’s strategy is to look far into the future
and continually develop innovative solar control
systems. Our systems benefit the continuing

budget. Horiso®’s team of engineers and specialists
is fully dedicated to the design, manufacture and
testing of the components required for all projects.

evolution of building design and sustainability, as

Horiso® is proud to have delivered extraordinary

well as the well-being of people living and working

solutions for our clients worldwide. They have

in buildings throughout the world.

recognised us as an innovator and “problem solver”

Solar control solutions are a major consideration

in our industry. Numerous commercial building

in building projects. Horiso® strives to produce

projects have been selected and granted

technically advanced systems that relieve the need

prestigious government and industry awards for

for any human intervention and provide outstanding

outstanding design, technology and environmentally

environmental results.

sustainable achievements.

Horiso® designs, engineers and manufactures a

Horiso® manufacturing plants are located in

large range of high quality standard and design

Australia and USA with product research and

specific solar control systems for internal and

development capabilities. Horiso® products are

external building applications. Our systems include

sold and serviced by an international network of

Rack Arm Systems, Specialty Venetian Blinds,

specialist distributors.

Specialty Louvres, Shade Tension Systems and
automated operating solutions.
With our clients and partners, we create custom
made solar control solutions for projects requiring
particular design, construction, technical and
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environmental outcomes.

Today, Horiso® teams up with project partners in
many countries, including Australia, USA, Canada,
New Zealand, Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia,
Brunei, Hong Kong, Japan and Taiwan.

Rack Arm System - internal. Library, Sydney.

Rack Arm System - external. School, Sydney.

Horiso® Rack Arm Systems are suitable for external,

The design engineering specifications are shown

and internal glazing applications.

starting on page 12 together with system

Sun is an essential ingredient in achieving wellbeing. Whether at home or work, the key objective
is to maximise the use of natural light without the
problems of solar glare or excessive heat gain.

component illustrations and descriptions. The slats
can be supplied in a range of colours in either roll
form aluminium or extruded aluminium.
Horiso® Rack Arm Systems have standard and
custom options that provide architects with design

Environmentally, the Rack Arm Systems maximise
internal light conditions, reduce solar heat gain
and glare impact. CO2 emissions from heating and
cooling systems and energy usage are significantly
reduced while occupants’ well-being greatly

and installation flexibility.
Our commitment to manufacturing products with
a sustainable future and strict criteria is outlined
in our Climate Ready® statement on page 26.

improves. In addition, the Internal Environmental

The implementation of our Quality Control System

Quality (IEQ) enhancement leads to higher human

ensures the ongoing high quality of our products

productivity achievements.

involving all processes of material, supply,

To maintain a building’s highest performance level,

manufacturing and testing.

the system can be independently controlled or

In this brochure, Horiso® has endeavoured to

integrated with building management systems.

provide accurate information on our Rack Arm

Horiso® Rack Arm Systems have numerous benefits

Systems. If you require further details, please

that specifically cater for differing architectural

contact your Horiso® representative.

design and engineering requirements, including
harsh weather conditions - extreme heat and snow.

Please note: Specifications may change without notice.
Permission has been granted for images that appear in this publication.
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Office complex, Hobart - Australia.

Private residence, Sydney - Australia.

Key features
w System operation - slats tilt via crank handle
or motorisation.

w System slats can be fixed at a specified angle.
w Systems are light weight and therefore suitable
for light building structures.

w Systems suitable for internal and external
installations on a range of shaped glazing:
rectangular, triangular, trapezoidal and circular.

w Systems can be duplicated with no coverage
limitations.

w Aluminium’s innate properties provide:
- high radiation reflection, low radiation
absorption and low transmission values.

w Aluminium’s effective energy performance provides:
- reduction in the energy requirements of
mechanical heating/cooling systems.

w High quality and durable components include:
- 25 micron anodised finish on slats, bearing
bracket, operating strip and rack arm extrusion.
- heavy duty extruded aluminium fixing brackets
AA 6060. 25 micron clear anodised finish.
Powder coating optional.

w Range of:
- roll form and extruded systems
- motor options
- custom colours and finishes.
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w Recycled roll form slat content includes:
- 60% recycled aluminium AA 5050 louvre slat
material.

w System contributes to energy savings.
w Rack Arm systems 88E and 155E blockout light
with the incorporation of nylon brushes on slat
profiles.

w Limitless coverage area with linked racks.
w System applications include:
- new building or retrofit existing building
- external and internal.

w Systems can be powered by photovoltaic cells.
w Automated operating options include:
-

switch
remote control
home automation
touch phone and hand held devices
Climate Ready® Operating System.

w Extended warranty - 10 years (excluding
batteries).

Heat gain reduced
Natural light maximised
Energy consumption reduced

Privacy managed

Working conditions improved

Key benefits
w System operation:

w High quality and durable components:

- reduces thermal heat gain by up to 93%1,
minimises air conditioning costs

- withstand snow/ice and other extreme weather
conditions

- maximises interior daylight, reducing the need
for artificial lighting

- provide years of reliable operation with minimal
maintenance.

- controls solar glare to reduce eye irritation and
improve working conditions
- optimises shading at varying sun angles
- prevents potential UV damage
- manages privacy
- contributes to obtaining a high environmental green
building rating for high performance, sustainability
and unprecedented environmental innovation
- improves human well-being and productivity of
employees.

w Fixed slats at a specified angle provide privacy
with natural light.

w Range of glazing applications provide versatile
design options.

w Aluminium’s innate properties alone reduce thermal
transfer (heat and cold).

w Aluminium’s effective energy performance reduces
the amount of floor space required for mechanical
cooling/heating plant.

w Recycled content contributes to less greenhouse
gas emissions during manufacturing.

w Large range of colours and finishes increases
scope for architectural design choices.

w Integration with all building management systems
for eg. using BACnet®, Lonworks® and KNX® protocols.
This contributes to lower energy consumptions,
reduction of buildings carbon footprint and
increase longevity of system.

w Systems can be manufactured for limitless number
of openings in order to reduce overall costs.

w Manufacturing and component options cater for
construction flexibility.

w Photovoltaic cell power option eliminates
electrical wiring and provides installation flexibility.

w Control options can include the integration of image
facade technology and FIM (Facade Intelligence
Modelling), a function of the Clomate Ready®
controller.
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Rack Arm System - external
Horiso® Rack Arm Systems are flexible light weight
systems designed for shading on external regular
or irregular shaped and sloped glazing. A single
system can accommodate a width of up to 6 metres
(19.7 ft) and a length of up to 6 metres (19.7 ft).
System duplication can provide unlimited coverage.
Rack Arm Systems’ implementation can reduce
solar heat gain and manage the use of daylight,
contributing to higher human comfort levels and
productivity levels. Energy consumption is reduced
with less artificial light required and less air
conditioning usage.
The innate aluminium properties of the slats will
reduce glazing specifications, avoid tinting, and
lower construction costs while the high
quality slat, component material and coating provide
durability.
Retrofitting on existing window mullions reduce
costly construction alterations. External applications
can be extended to create large outdoor areas,
providing privacy and protection from sun and other
weather conditions.
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Above and left: Salamanca Square, Hobart - Australia.

w Versatile external systems fit a range of glazing
inclinations, shapes and sizes providing greater
architectural design choices.

w Choice of slat colours and finishes increase
scope for architectural design choices.

w Glare from the sun is controlled, reducing eye
irritation and improving computer screen
visibility.

w Use of clear glazing as opposed to tinted glazing
provides a better connection to the outside,
improving well-being and productivity.

w Increases comfort levels for building occupants.
w Aluminium’s innate properties alone reduce heat
and cold transfer.

w Decrease in air conditioning usage and overall
energy consumption and costs.

w Larger slat sizes allow more natural light to
infiltrate through the glazing.

w Integration with controls - see page 25.

Above and right: Apartment complex, Sydney - Australia.
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Rack Arm System - internal
The internal installation of Horiso® Rack Arm
Systems controls natural light, heat gain and glare.
This application is particularly beneficial in
galleries, museums and libraries where natural light
is preferable, without glare. Heat gain control aids
in the protection of artworks, artefacts and books
and the soft light produced in some situations
can create a calming atmosphere.
The internal rack arm application becomes a
ceiling or wall feature, aesthetic and functional.
Glare is minimised for visitors viewing exhibitions
and if required the addition of brushes will achieve
blackout when fully closed.
A single system can accommodate a width of up
to 6 metres (19.7 ft) and length up to 6 metres
(19.7 ft). System duplication can provide unlimited
square metre coverage. The use of wider slats allow
more light to infiltrate the area.
The flexible range of rack arm width and slat sizes
means a retrofit internal installation is achievable
onto glazed structures without costly modification.
The choice of custom colours provides design
flexibility and various control methods ensure easy
and convenient operation.
Other applications include conservatories, sun
rooms and glazed ceiling verandahs.
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Above and left: State Library of New South Wales, Sydney.

w Control of daylight and distributing light further
into rooms.

w Slats can be automatically tilted to optimise
shading at varying sun angles.

w Glare from the sun is controlled, reducing eye
irritation and improving comfort levels.

w More efficient cross ventilation can be achieved
with wider slats.

w Aluminium slat thermal properties ensure heat
and cold transfer is minimised.

w Reduction in energy costs all year round.
w Prevents potential UV damage.
w Privacy is easy to control by tilting the slats at
various angles.

w Rack Arm Systems create a interior design
feature.

w Custom colour options for slats increase
interior design choices.

w Integration with controls - see page 25.

Above and right: National Gallery of Australia, Canberra.
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Slat profiles

75E - 75 mm extruded aluminium - external / internal

88E - 88 mm extruded aluminium - external / internal

80R - 80 mm rolled formed edges - external with slat clips / internal

145E - 145 mm extruded aluminium - external / internal

155E - 155 mm extruded aluminium - external / internal
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System configurations

Fixed slats.
Side rack arm
support with
edge pivots.
Motor.

Motor.

Drive shaft.

Drive shaft.

75E, 88E, 80R.

75E, 88E, 145E, 155E - slat clip with screw.
80R - slat retaining springs required on each
end only.

Side rack arm
support with
edge pivots.

Side rack arm
support with
edge pivots.

Drive shaft.

75E, 88E, 80R.

75E, 88E, 80R.

Drive shaft.

Fixed slats.
Motor.
Side rack arm
support with
edge pivots.

Drive shaft.

75E, 88E, 80R.
Motor.
Drive shaft.

75E, 88E, 80R.
Drive shaft.
Motor.

Drive shafts.

Motor.
Side rack arm
support.

75E, 88E. Slats cut to shape.

Drive shaft.

75E, 88E, 80R. Slats cut to shape.
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Rack Arm components

Adjustable slat

Operating strip
Rack arm extrusion

Rack Arm systems comprise of a series of support

Rack arm extrusion

arms (rack arms) onto which slats are mounted.

The rack arm extrusion

The rack arm design incorporates a tilt shaft to

is a “T” profile and

enable rotation 0˚- 95˚, from fully open to fully

incorporates a groove to

closed.

hold the pivots with

The 80R, the roll formed rack arm system and

two nut slots for fixings.

4 extruded systems 75E, 88E, 145E and 155E

Sizes
See pages 16 to 20 for sizes.

are suitable for both interior and exterior use.
Systems 88E and 155E also provide total light
exclusion with the addition of brushes installed

Operating strip

at both sides of the system.

The operating strip is attached to the rack arms

Roll formed aluminium component
Manufactured from roll formed aluminium with
stove enamelled edge. 80R is a lighter system,
which is particularly suitable for interior use.
Metal slat gauge size is 0.45 mm.

Extruded aluminium components
Manufactured from 3 mm AA 6060 T6 aluminium
with clear anodised finish including:

w 75E, 88E, 145E and 155E slats
w Operating strip
w Rack arm extrusion
w Bearing bracket & tilt arm - heavy duty system
w Link arm.
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Rack arm
extrusion

ensuring alignment for the smooth operation of
the system.

Polycarbonate components
These weather resistant and long wearing
components are manufactured from UV stabilised
nylon 6 (polycarbonate) and include:
w Pivots

w Rack arm
w Slat clip
w Bearing bracket & tilt arm- standard system
Standard colours
Silver Grey.
Black (Additional lead time required).

Rack Arm components

Pivot
arm

Tilt shaft

Slat clip

Link arm

Bearing bracket

Standard bearing and operating arm components on the
80R Rack Arm System.

Heavy duty bearing and operating arm components on the
145E and 155E Rack Arm System.

Pivot arms
The pivots are inserted into the
notches of the rack arm extrusions

Brushes

and are not removable.

Brushes are an optional component that slot into

Slat retaining springs

an angle bracket fixed onto the building structure
or window mullion to achieve blackout when

The stainless steel slat

the system is fully closed. 5/6” (21 mm) wide up

retaining spring with 2

to 118 1/9” (3000 mm) long.

legs sits over 80R slat
and clips into holes on slat
clip for external applications.

Bearing brackets, tilt
shafts and link arms
The rotating arm is attached to
the operating strip via the

Side support with edge pivots

Edge pivot

These additional supports
are incorporated into
irregular shaped rack arm
installations to ensure the smooth

Slat clip

operation of the systems.

link arm. The rotation of the

Heavy duty components

bearing converts into a

Heavy duty components are available for all

linear motion of the link arm. The operating strip

rack arm systems and are manufactured from

converts into the rotational movement of the rack

extruded aluminum 1/8” (3 mm) with clear anodized

arms around the pivots allowing the tilt shaft to oper-

finish. These components are recommended for

ate the system from open to fully closed.

installations with non standard configurations,

Slat clips
The slats clips support
the slats.

and unsupported span widths. These include:

w Rack arm extrusions
w Bearing brackets
w Tilt shafts
w Pivot arms.
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75E Rack Arm System
Extruded - External and internal

The 75E is an extruded aluminium 75 mm
wide slat suitable for external and internal
applications. Manufactured from
AA 6060 T/6.
Slat thickness: 1.5 mm.

System spans

L
Maximum
length

Z
Support
distance

Y
Slat
side
over
hang

Standard rack arm extrusion on 75E

X
Rack Arm
distance

W
Maximum
width

Internal

External

Maximum width

W

Maximum 6000 mm

Maximum 6000 mm

Maximum length

L

Maximum 6000 mm

Maximum 6000 mm

Maximum 30 m2

Maximum 30 m2

2200 mm = 2 pcs

1900 mm = 2 pcs

2210 - 3600 mm = 3 pcs

1910 - 3200 mm = 3 pcs

3610 - 5000 mm = 4 pcs

3210 - 4500 mm = 4 pcs

5010 - 6000 mm = 5 pcs

4510 - 5800 mm = 5 pcs

Maximum area
Minimum no. of rack arms

5810 - 6000 mm = 6 pcs

Rack arm distance

X

1400 mm

1300 mm

Slat side overhang

Y

400 mm

300 mm

Support distance:

Z

ST. Rack Arm 35 mm

2400 mm

1500 mm

HD. Rack Arm 80 mm

3500 mm

2800 mm

Custom systems available. Motors may be required.
All measurements in mm.
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88E Rack Arm System
Extruded - External and internal

The 88E is an extruded aluminium 88 mm slat
suitable for external and internal applications.
The slat is designed to interlock in the closed
position. This provides near block out light
conditions, light rain protection, solar and light
control when required.
Slat thickness: 1.5 mm.

System spans

L
Maximum
length

Z
Support
distance

Y
Slat
side
over
hang

Heavy duty rack arm extrusion on 88E

X
Rack Arm
distance

W

Maximum
width

Internal

External

Maximum width

W

Maximum 6000 mm

Maximum 6000 mm

Maximum length

L

Maximum 6000 mm

Maximum 6000 mm

Maximum 30 m2

Maximum 30 m2

2200 mm = 2 pcs

1900 mm = 2 pcs

2210 - 3600 mm = 3 pcs

1910 - 3200 mm = 3 pcs

3610 - 5000 mm = 4 pcs

3210 - 4500 mm = 4 pcs

5010 - 6000 mm = 5 pcs

4510 - 5800 mm = 5 pcs

Maximum area
Minimum no. of rack arms

5810 - 6000 mm = 6 pcs

Rack arm distance

X

1400 mm*

1300 mm

Slat side overhang

Y

400 mm

300 mm

Support distance:

Z

ST. Rack Arm 35 mm

1800 mm

1200 mm

HD. Rack Arm 80 mm

3000 mm

2500 mm

Custom systems available. Motors may be required.
All measurements in mm.
*Optimal blackout 1000 mm is recommended.
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80R Rack Arm System
Roll Form - External and internal

The 80R is an aluminium roll formed slat
suitable for external and internal applications.
The louvres slats are 80 mm wide with a thin
profile. This system is the lightest in our
range and manages light, reduces solar heat
gain and controls privacy.
Slat thickness: 0.42 mm.

System spans

Interior

L
Maximum
length

Z
Support
distance

Y
Slat
side
over
hang

Exterior

Standard duty rack arm extrusion on 80R

X
Rack Arm
distance

W
Maximum
width

Internal

External

Maximum width

W

Maximum 6000 mm

Maximum 6000 mm

Maximum length

L

Maximum 6000 mm

Maximum 6000 mm

Maximum 30 m2

Maximum 30 m2

2200 mm = 2 pcs

1500 mm = 2 pcs

2210 - 3600 mm = 3 pcs

1500 mm = 2 pcs

3610 - 5000 mm = 4 pcs

1510 - 2400 mm = 3 pcs

5010 - 6000 mm = 5 pcs

2410 - 3300 mm = 4 pcs

Maximum area
Minimum no. of rack arms

3310 - 6000 mm = 5 pcs

Rack arm distance

X

1400 mm

900 mm

Slat side overhang

Y

400 mm

300 mm

Support distance:

Z

ST. Rack Arm 35 mm

2250 mm

1500 mm

HD. Rack Arm 80 mm

3500 mm

2800 mm

Custom systems available. Motors may be required.
All measurements in mm
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145E Rack Arm System
Extruded - External and internal

The 145E is an extruded aluminium 145 mm
slat suitable for external and internal applications.
A rigid slat providing heat and sun protection
and is the preferred facade or pergola slat choice.
(Heavy duty components required).
Slat thickness: 2 mm.

System spans

L
Maximum
length

Z
Support
distance

Y
Slat
side
over
hang

Standard rack arm extrusion on 145E

X
Rack Arm
distance

W

Maximum
width

65 mm rack arm extrusion

120 mm rack arm extrusion

Maximum width

W

Maximum 6000 mm

Maximum 6000 mm

Maximum length

L

Maximum 6000 mm

Maximum 6000 mm

Maximum 30 m2

Maximum 30 m2

2000 mm = 2 pcs

2000 mm = 2 pcs

2010 - 3600 mm = 3 pcs

2010 - 3600 mm = 3 pcs

3610 - 5400 mm = 4 pcs

3610 - 5400 mm = 4 pcs

5410 - 6000 mm = 5 pcs

5410 - 6000 mm = 5 pcs

Maximum area
Minimum no. of rack arms

Rack arm distance

X

1800 mm

1800 mm

Slat side overhang

Y

400 mm

400 mm

Support distance

Z

2250 mm

4000 mm

Custom systems available. Motors required.
All measurements in mm
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155E Rack Arm System
Extruded - External

The 155E is the widest extruded aluminium slat
in the Horiso range at 155 mm wide. The slat is
designed to interlock in the closed position to block
out light. Solar and light control is also managed
when required. System suitable for both external
and internal applications.
Particularly suitable for facade and pergolas.
(Heavy duty components required.)
Slat thickness: 2 mm.

System spans

L
Maximum
length

Z
Support
distance

Y
Slat
side
over
hang

Heavy duty rack arm extrusion on 155E

X
Rack Arm
distance

W

Maximum
width

65 mm rack arm extrusion
Maximum width

W

Maximum 6000 mm

Maximum 6000 mm

Maximum length

L

Maximum 6000 mm

Maximum 6000 mm

Maximum 30 m2

Maximum 30 m2

2000 mm = 2 pcs

2000 mm = 2 pcs

2010 - 3600 mm = 3 pcs

2010 - 3600 mm = 3 pcs

3610 - 5400 mm = 4 pcs

3610 - 5400 mm = 4 pcs

5410 - 6000 mm = 5 pcs

5410 - 6000 mm = 5 pcs

Maximum area
Minimum no. of rack arms

Rack arm distance

X

1800 mm

1800 mm

Slat side overhang

Y

400 mm

400 mm

Support distance

Z

2250 mm

4000 mm

Custom systems available. Motors required.
All measurements in mm
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120 mm rack arm extrusion

Colours

Library, Sydney

Roll formed slats

Extruded aluminium slats

Roll formed aluminium slats are made from an
aluminium coil gauge size of 0.45 mm (0.017 in).

All extruded aluminium slats in our range are
manufactured from an aluminium alloy.

Standard finish

w Polyester and polyurethane polyamide coating
system.
Colours
w Silver only (non RAL colour).

w Standard 25 micron clear anodised.
Colours

w 5 standard colours:
-

White
Bronze
Storm Pearl.
Silver Pearl.
Dark Brown.

w Custom colours available on request.*
*Minimum quantity order may apply. Please consult your representative.
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Residence, Sydney - Australia. External installation of a 75E Rack Arm System onto window mullion using standard z bracket.

Controls

Installation

Horiso® Rack Arm System slats can be fixed at a

Quality installation is a determining factor in

specified angle, manually operated with a crank

achieving optimum performance and longevity

handle or motorised for the two product applications

of the Horiso Rack Arm Systems. It is recommended

featured in this brochure:

that shading requirements, building structure

w External
w Internal.

assessment, precise measurements and design

Crank operation for Rack Arm Systems
System using any slat size can be manually
operated using a gear box that is connected to
the tilt shaft and turned by the detachable crank
handle. Handle lengths can be specified to project
requirements.
Motorisation for Rack Arm Systems
Motorised operation is the most effective control
for Rack Arm Systems. The electric motor
incorporates internal thermal protection against

are considered.
Horiso® provides technical assistance and specialist
engineering support to architects, engineers,
builders and construction experts.
The application flexibility means that Horiso® Rack
Arm Systems are installed in many different ways*.

w External installation directly onto window mullions
using standard z brackets.

w External installation directly onto the building
structure using standard Z or custom made brackets.**

w Internal installation within window framework

overheating. A tubular motor drives a gearbox that is

using standard angle brackets or custom made

connected to the tilt shaft.

brackets.**

Standard angle
bracket

Standard
Z bracket

* Please consult your technical representative for details.
** Custom bracket fixings can be manufactured to suit a particular
architectural design and construction material of the building.
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Slats

Operating strip

Operating strip
Drive shaft.

Pivot arm

Standard angle bracket

Gear box

Motor

Window mullion or building structure

Motor types

Position of motors

Motor type specification depends on the height,
width, weight and location of the rack arms.
Motors available:

Horiso® Rack Arm Systems can be motor
operated individually or in mechanically linked
systems. The motors can only be positioned
opposite the operation strip which is dictated
by the pivot arm.

w Tubular or linear box motors
w Quiet motor option
w 100 or 230 volts
w UL Certified motors (Canada & US)
w Compatible with home automation systems
w Compatible with building management systems.

See page 13 for standard configurations.

Optional motor features

Example of motor positioning

Depending on the shape of the glazed area and
available space, there may be further motor
position limitations*.

w IP 44 - aluminium (Splash water protected).
w Aluminium designed hood fitting for motors used
on external applications.
Motor torque

w 10 Nm operates 15 sq. metre external rack arm.
w 13 Nm operates 20 sq. metre external rack arm.
w Higher torque range achievable with linear motor.
w Photovoltaic cell power operates 15 sq. metre
external rack arm.
Motor
* Conditions apply. See your technical representative for details.
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Photovoltaic cell installation. Apartment building, Sydney - Australia.

Photovoltaic cell power
Horiso® Rack Arm systems can operate wire free by
installing an alternative power source system.
Photovoltaic cells can generate and supply
electricity obtained from natural light absorption.
The solar cell is connected to an electronic low
consumption motor and the system is then
controlled via a remote controller.

The use of photovoltaic cell power to operate the
rack arm motors is ideal for any exterior or interior
installation where electrical connection may be
difficult or dangerous to install.
Heritage buildings and other building types may

Power generation and operation by this means has
several advantages:

have problematic access to a power supply. The
installation of electrical cables may also be costly
and visually unappealing.

w Easy installation with lower costs

An individual photovoltaic cell power panel, 50 mm

w Works effectively in overcast conditions

x 500 mm in size connected to a wire free motor will
operate up to 15 square metre systems.

w Electrical cabling not required
w No power connection costs
w Reduction in energy costs
The solar panel system incorporates a heavy duty
battery which will operate the rack arm system if
the weather conditions or installation situation is
not sufficient for the photovoltaic cells to power the
system. A remote controller operates the system.
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Concept

Individual banks of rack arms situated on different
areas of glazing can be managed by individuals using
remote controllers to maintain internal comfort levels
at all times.

Automated operating solutions
Motorised Horiso® Rack Arm systems can be
operated in different ways:

w Motorised via a switch
w Motorised via remote controller
w Motorised via home automation integration
w Motorised via touch phone and hand held devices
w Motorised via Climate Ready® Operating System
optimum building management solution.

w Motorised via Building management system
for eg. using BACnet®, Lonworks® and KNX®
protocols.
A range of sensors can also be integrated to react
to external weather conditions.
Automatically controlled shading systems optimise
the benefits of the system compared with manual
control.
Benefits of automated control include:

w Improvement in well-being
w Increase in productivity
w Reduction in energy costs
w Optimum use of daylight
w Ease of operation
w Optimum use of shading system during different
times of the year

w Protection against most weather conditions
w System longevity.

Climate Ready® Operating Systems
Unique building design calls for unique operating
systems. Horsio will establish individual project
requirements and address these in the controller
programming and commissioning phases. Climate
Ready® Operating Systems allow customised
functionality for individual buildings with the
operating system performing effectively as a
component of the overall facade.
Software functions include:
w Shading devices compatibility

w Horiso “Smart Control” - safety soft limits, precise
shade adjustment in angle degree or mm for facade
conformity. Preset stops. Programmable parameters.
Basic scheduling with up grade options.

w Switch user/override capabilities
w Sensors - Dynamic wind and brightness response
w Maintenance mode
w Building management system interface
w Reporting and alarms.
Options
w Air conditioning integration to create ECO / ESD
(Ecologically Sustainable Design) Mode.

w ST[a]ATS (solar tracking automatic tilt synchronisation)
- solar path calculus
- FIM options (Facade Intelligence Modelling)
- ECO-Mode - preserves the inside temperature of the
the building by extending the shades over night and
utilising solar radiation during the day (winter mode).
w User apps for hand held devices.
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w Graphical User Interface (GUI)
w User Control Web application.

“Climate Ready®” commitment
Horiso®’s commitment and action to reducing the
effects of climate change has resulted in our
development of a Climate Ready™ status for
projects that fit strict criteria including:

w Designed to fully utilise the environmental
conditions of a building and its surroundings

w Manufactured with recycled materials to
conserve natural resources

w Local manufacturing and assembly to reduce
transportation impact

w Installation of a Climate Ready® Operating
System to minimise energy consumption and
maximise the use of natural daylight.
A Horiso® “Climate Ready®” solution encompasses
consideration of:

w A building’s location including the geographical
position, sun angles, reflected glare from other
buildings and natural environment such as city
or country position

w A building’s orientation and the glazed areas on
different facades

w Robust products and systems needs due to
extreme weather exposure

w The architectural requirements of the building.
The manufacturing standards for a solution are:

w Conservation of energy and water during the
entire supply chain process

w Reduction in CO2 emissions
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w Low impact on air quality during manufacturing
w Reduction of waste materials
w Use of recycled materials
w Recycling of product components
w Production of products with exceptional durability
and low maintenance.
The key to Horiso®’s “Climate Ready®” solution is
the integration of its energy efficient Climate Ready®
Operating Systems. Benefits include:

w Operates any motorised element of the facade
w Controls solar heat gain
w Improves solar heat loss and heat gain insulation
w Manages glare
w Maximises the use of natural daylight
w Reduces air conditioning loads and operating
costs

w Provides remote accessibility - low impact on the
environment through reduced carbon emissions

w Achieves higher productivity from improved
Internal Environmental Quality (IEQ)

w Gives a dynamic impact on a building’s facade.
By combining the use of green building materials
with innovative thinking and smart control systems,
Horiso® has created tangible business benefits and
sustainable solutions to ensure all future residential
and commercial building projects will be more
energy efficient and Climate Ready®.

Quality implementation
Horiso® has designed and implemented an Internal
Quality Management System which defines
procedures for product design and development,
production, quality control and documentation of
the entire process chain.

Horiso®’s powder coating finishing
processes and products are now
approved by Qualicoat® - Class
1.5 an internationally recognised powder coating
licensing authority.

This system ensures high quality standards in:

Qualicoat® administers a licensing system for
powder applicators or coaters. This ensures that our
quality specifications and product warranty remain
consistent on every project.

w Consultation procedures and recordings
w Planning
w Product design and engineering details - in
particular custom design components for
special projects

w Design validation - to satisfy defined customer
and end user needs and product intended use

w Product manufacturing and production
procedures and services

w Packaging and transportation.

Quality specifications
Horiso®’s quality standards include specifying
the following:

w Aluminium components - 25 micron clear
anodised (unless other specification required)

w All steel components are stainless steel 316
marine grade.

Quality materials

Quality testing

All standard components are manufactured from
the highest quality raw materials and /or sourced
from the highest quality suppliers.

Products manufactured by Horiso® are rigorously
controlled and tested according to internal
procedures prior to shipping from our factory.

Quality criteria are based on material durability and
manufacturing excellence.
Quality finish
Aluminium components are 25 micron anodised to
safeguard against environmental damage.
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